Using the orthogonal design method to design 25 group SMA-16 modified asphalt mixture, small beam bending and low-temperature creep test were done, the related models of the fractal dimension and the road performance evaluation index including low temperature bending failure strain εB and bending strength RB are established by using fractal theory. The low temperature performance of SMA-16 modified asphalt mixture can be predicted according to the gradation designed. This can reduce the test workload, improve work efficiency and offer the reference for engineering design.
INTRODUCTION
Asphalt mixture low-temperature performance is an important component of road performance, especially for the northeastern region. If the correlation model between asphalt mixture fractal dimension and low temperature performance evaluation index can be established, the low temperature performance of asphalt mixture can be predicted through the gradation fractal dimension to reduce the amount of test work. Based on the correlation analysis between the fractal dimension and the evaluation index of low temperature performance, the low temperature performance prediction model is established and the low temperature performance prediction model of asphalt mixture is recommended through the comparison of multiple models. The raw materials used in the test are all in line with the requirements of the road.
Model building
The test results of meeting the above low temperature stability requirements in the Northeast of China and the corresponding fractal dimension are summarized in Table 4 .
As can be seen from table 4, the fractal dimension D value range of meeting the requirement of low temperature bending strain is D=2.5293~2.6467, Dc=1.6365~2.1451, Df=2.7104~2.8137.
The three element linear regression model is established through taking εB as the dependent variable, takingD, Dc, Df as the independent variables, the abnormal point in the data is found by using residual error analysis. The regression residual error chart of the low temperature bending strain and fractal dimension are obtained by using MATLAB program analysis, as is shown in figure 1 . The ternary linear regression model was established by using y = / 1000 as the dependent variable and D, Dc and Df as independent variables from the data in Table4.The abnormal data are removed by the residual analysis, the regression coefficient is lower.
Summarize the low temperature test results and the corresponding fractal dimensions to meet the road performance requirements in Northeast China, as shown in Table 6 . The ternary linear regression model between the maximum bending strain and the fractal dimension is established by using the MATLAB software.
The second set of data was found to be abnormal data by residual analysis,and it can be considered to eliminate. The correlation model of the bending strain and the fractal dimension is established by the regression analysis, as is shown in formula(1). /1000=64.742-7.414D-3.006Dc-13.040Df
(1) R2=0.8241 Similarly, the three element linear regression models of bending strength is established, as is shown in the formula (2).
RB=116.185-13.659D-4.655Dc-23.692Df (2) Regression coefficient R2=0.9001 Considering the characteristics of skeleton discontinuity of SMA gradation, D value or single fractal dimension can not fully reflect the gradation characteristics. Therefore, Dc and Df can be used for regression analysis to obtain the binary relationship between maximum bending strain and fractal dimension. The regression model is shown in Equation (3). /1000=49.693-2.051Dc-15.205Df (3) Regression coefficient R2=0.6939 The binary regression model between the bending strength and the fractal dimension is shown in Equation (4).
RB=88.451-2.897Dc-27.680Df (4) Regression coefficient R2=0.7794 Model selection As mentioned, the correlation models between low temperature bending strain, bending tensile strength and fractal dimension are established at -10 ℃, which is summarized in Table 7 . It can be seen from the table 7 that the model 1 and 3 are ternary linear prediction models with relatively high accuracy, and the model 1 and 3 are recommended as the prediction model of low temperature bending strain and bending strength of SMA-16 modified asphalt mixture through multiple model comparison. 
